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Abstract

We present the process of building linguistic corpora of the Portuguese-related Gulf of Guinea creoles, a cluster of four historically related languages: Santome, Angolar, Principense and Fa d’Ambô. We faced the typical difficulties of languages lacking an official status, such as lack of standard spelling, language variation, lack of basic language instruments, and small data sets, which comprise data from the late 19th century to the present. In order to tackle these problems, the compiled written and transcribed spoken data collected during field work trips were adapted to a normalized spelling that was applied to the four languages. For the corpus compilation we followed corpus linguistics standards. We recorded metadata for each file and added morphosyntactic information based on a part-of-speech tag set that was designed to deal with the specificities of these languages. The corpora of three of the four creoles are already available and searchable via an online web interface.
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1. Introduction

We present the process of building corpora of the Portuguese-related Gulf of Guinea creoles (GGCs), a cluster of four languages currently spoken on four islands in West-Africa: Santome (ST) and Angolar (ANG), spoken on São Tomé; Principense (PR) spoken on Principe, and Fa d’Ambô (FA) spoken on Annobón and Bioko.1

The islands of S. Tomé and Principe form the Democratic Republic of S. Tomé and Principe, where Portuguese is the official and nowadays predominant native language. Annobón and Bioko are part of Equatorial Guinea, where Spanish is the main official language, but the dominant languages are Pichi (English-based creole), Fang and Bubi (Bantu languages). The map in Figure 1 locates the Gulf of Guinea islands.

Despite the limited mutual intelligibility between the four creole languages, it is usually assumed that they are genetically related, descending from a single creole proto-language that arose on São Tomé in the early 16th century as the result of language contact between Portuguese, the language that donated the large majority of their lexicon, and several African languages from the Benue-Congo family, a branch of the large Niger-Congo phylum (e.g. Ferraz, 1979; Hagemeijer, 2011).

Despite varying degrees of vitality, the GGCs should be considered endangered languages for the following reasons: i) they lack an official status, ii) their speech communities are small and have been gradually abandoning their language due to the presence of other, more widely spoken or more prestigious languages in a multilingual environment, and (iii) due to the absence of active language policies. Michaelis et al. (2013) provide the following number of speakers: ANG – 5,000; FA – 4,500–5,000; PR – less than 100; ST – 100,000. The situation of PR is particularly critical because language transmission between generations has been interrupted on a wide scale. The first language studies and written samples of these languages date back to the second half of the 19th century and, on a more positive note, the GGCs have been relatively well documented in academic work from the 1970s on. Apart from ST, the GGCs have hardly been used as a written medium by their speech communities. The goal of GGC corpora is twofold: i) to carry out (comparative) linguistic research on the GGCs, for instance the reconstruction of lexical and grammatical features of the proto-language and ii) to function as a platform supporting language documentation, planning

---

1 For the language names, we follow Michaelis et al. (2013).
and revitalization. Building the ST corpus, for instance, contributed significantly to the publication of the language’s dictionary (Araújo & Hagemeijer, 2013).

In the next sections we will first present related corpora for other creole languages in section 2, followed by a more detailed description of the sources of the four Gulf of Guinea creoles in section 3. As these languages have an oral tradition and lacked a standard writing scheme, we needed to deal with spelling variation. In section 4 we describe how we tackled this problem. In section 5 the meta data schema is detailed. As we aimed to add linguistic information to the texts, we annotated all words in texts with part-of-speech (POS) information. For the small corpora this was done manually, but for ST we have more than 200K tokens, and here a part was labeled automatically using a POS-tagger trained on a manually labeled part. We describe this in more detail in section 6 and we conclude in section 7.

2. Review of creole corpora

Some eighty different creole languages are spoken around the world (Lewis 2009), but corpora have only been developed for a small subset. Corpora for Portuguese-related creoles are particularly scarce.

For the French-related creoles, a corpus of 200,000 words of Mauritian Creole is searchable online via a concordance interface as part of the website of the ALLEX project. For Mauritian Creole, a diachronic corpus of 60 texts, of very different length and genre, written between 1721 and 1929, can be found online in a single webpage in html format, with author and date provided for each text (Baker & Fon Sing, 2007).

Another project, CREOLORAL, includes 3 hours of spontaneous spoken data of creoles from Martinique and Guadeloupe, translated to French, transcribed and annotated with phonetic and syntactic information in XML format. The corpus is described as freely accessible by contacting the developers. Two Haitian Creole corpora have also been compiled and are freely downloadable: the Haitian Creole spoken and text data, at Carnegie Mellon University, and the Corpus of Northern Haitian Creole, at the Indiana University Creole Institute, which contains ten hours of interviews with 20 Haitians from the Cape Haitian region, with audio and transcriptions. The website of online journal Creolica makes available a corpus of 16 written texts, as well as short stories from Seychelles Creole and a corpus of Reunion Creole, most in pdf format, or in html.

For the English-related creoles, we would like to mention the Corpus of Written British Creole (Sebba, Kedge & Dray, 1999), which counts around 12,000 words. This corpus is available for research purposes and consists of samples from different text genres, being manually annotated with tags that signal lexical, discourse, and grammatical differences between Standard English and the creole. Two other corpora are available in book form: a corpus of Tok Pisin consisting of 1047 folktales that were translated to English (Slone, 2001) and the Corpus of Jamaican E-mail and other CMC (COJEC), a collection of emails and forum messages of about 40,000 words, written by Jamaican students (Hinrichs, 2006).

For Dutch-related creoles we refer to the Negerhollands database (den Besten et al., 1996), a collection of historical texts from the U.S. Virgin Islands. The Surinam Creole Archive (SUCA) (van den Berg & Bruyn, 2008) contains a collection of early creoles in Suriname of about 550,000 words collected from heterogeneous sources.

The Dokumentation Bedrohter Sprachen (DoBeS Archive) contains a corpus of Sri Lanka Malay and several creole corpora are available at the Endangered Languages Archive (ELAR), such as the corpus of Bastimentos Creole English which includes a set of digitally recorded speech acts (audio and video) of the 600 speakers of the Creole community of Bastimentos Island, Panama. ELAR also includes a Portuguese-related creole, Malaccan Portuguese Creole, with video and audio recordings conducted at the Portuguese Settlement in 2011. The audio and video files are paired with time-aligned orthographic transcriptions and English translations. Another resource for Portuguese-based creoles is the lexical database CreolData, under development at Université d’Orléans.

Finally, at the end of 2013 the Max Planck Institute, Leipzig, has published the Atlas of pidgin and creole language structures online (APiCS), a database that contains language samples of over 100 structural features of 76 pidgins and creoles.

This review of existing corpora of creoles shows that the compilation varies enormously in terms of design, format and added information: some of the first collections are available as paper publications, or as digitalized document of paper texts, while more recent ones are planned as digital collections. Few creole corpora combine a digital format with a large diversity of genres and a systematic description of metadata, paired with a transcription of spoken data, although more projects of the kind are coming to life. In this respect, our corpora of the GGC are closely related to the methodology followed by corpora such as CREOLORAL or the Negerhollands database.

3. The corpora in numbers

The GGC creole corpora consist of a compilation of oral and written sources. Information related to the size of each of the four corpora can be found in Table 1.

---

2 ALLEX project: http://www.edd.uio.no/alex/corpus/africanlang.html
3 http://concordancemmc.free.fr/Textes%20anciens.htm
4 http://frcom.corpus-lit.fr/site/description_projet.php?projet=CREOLORAL
5 http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/haitian/
6 http://www.indiana.edu/~e%7Ecreole/
8 http://corpus1.mpi.nl/ds/imdi_browser/?openpath=MP1515582_23
9 http://elar.soas.ac.uk/deposit/0123
10 http://elar.soas.ac.uk/deposit/0127
11 http://apics-online.info/
Table 1. The Gulf of Guinea creole corpora in numbers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>tokens</th>
<th>types</th>
<th>sentences</th>
<th>texts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angolar</td>
<td>10,406</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>992</td>
<td>825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa d’Ambô</td>
<td>54,197</td>
<td>9,226</td>
<td>3531</td>
<td>3461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principense</td>
<td>14,605</td>
<td>1,303</td>
<td>1,173</td>
<td>1,301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santome</td>
<td>103,651</td>
<td>113,294</td>
<td>6773</td>
<td>18,893</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows that, except in the case of ST, there is a significant imbalance between spoken and written data, which relates to the absence of a written tradition in these languages. The spoken corpora comprise mainly transcriptions of recordings of folk tales and conversations that were recorded with native speakers of the languages. The spoken corpora of Angolar and Principense are based on transcriptions used in four written sources (Günther, 1973; Lorenzino, 1998; Maurer, 1995, 2009). The data in these publications were adapted from the orthographies used by these authors to the standardized writing system used for the corpora (see section 4 below). The texts in Günther (1973) and Lorenzino (1998) were adapted from phonetic transcriptions, whereas the texts in Maurer (1995, 2009) use an orthography that is largely identical to the one we use.

The spoken data of ST are the result of audio recordings of native speakers that were carried out in 1997 and 2001 on several locations in S. Tomé. The recordings were transcribed in 2002 and revised for the project. The spoken data of FA consists of transcriptions of recordings of native speakers from Annobón and Bioko made in 2012.

Following the transcriptions of the spoken published sources of Angolar and Principense, we deliberately left out typical spoken disfluencies like repetitions, hesitations and repair strategies. Relevant variation, however, was kept as much as possible.

The written material includes data from the oldest known written sources, which date back to the last quarter of the 19th century (e.g. Coelho, 1880-1886; Negreiros, 1895; Schuchardt, 1882) until the present and was collected from publications, private sources, such as pamphlets, obtained during field work trips, and from a blog written in ST. The variety of genres is limited and related predominantly to folklore, such as riddles, proverbs, lyrics of songs, and folk tales. The fact that these languages hardly reach into other domains (media, folklore, such as riddles, proverbs, lyrics of songs, and folk tales) also reflects their endangered status.

4. Language standardization

In the absence of an official status, the GGCs also lacked an official orthography, which means that the used orthographies in non-academic work have been highly variable and generally quite inconsistent, ranging from etymological (Romance-based) orthographies to phonological writing systems, a problem that has been acknowledged for creole languages in general (e.g. Sebba, 1998).

To contradict this tendency, in 2009 the Ministry of Education and Culture of S. Tomé and Príncipe invited a team to develop a writing system for the country’s creole languages. The result was a phonology-oriented writing proposal – Alfabeto Unificado para as Línguas Nativas de São Tomé e Príncipe (ALUSTP, Pontifíce et al., 2009) – which was ratified in 2010, but has not been object of public discussion.12 The main principle of this proposal is a one-to-one phoneme-grapheme correspondence, but it also deals with word boundaries, cases of contractions, compounds, replications, idiophones, etc. All the data of the GGC corpora were adapted to this spelling. The written texts were scanned with OCR software or copied manually and then adapted to the proposed standard in a text editor. The original spelling was not recorded in the manual transcription but can be consulted through the originals, which will be published online as digitalized pdf files, except for those texts that fall under copyright rules (monographs). The names of the pdf files match the file names in the searchable corpus.

The following text in ST, written by composer Gete Rita, illustrates an adaptation of an original text included in the corpus.

Figure 2. Original song text in ST by Gete Rita.

Table 2. Song text in ST by Gete Rita.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adapted text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dwentxi sa kama njëtlamu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nè ngè sëbè dè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non sa ni djêlu xka gwada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa dja nozadu dè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuma ku dwentxi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka yogo?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ke gåa pasya kanwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ê ka nìda ku xinta ti aya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xi mina tiábà zdà pe dè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sa ë xka gwada likëza leda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Êka pagà masadda kía am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bamu zunta kopla mindjam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa a pië xi dwentxi ka yogo.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Song text in ST by Gete Rita.

12 For discussion of ALUSTP, see Araújo (2010).
Based on this sample text, some differences between the conventions in ALUSTP and the earlier original writings can be highlighted:
- The phoneme /l/ is systematically represented as grapheme 〈ʃ〉, whereas the original shows inconsistency (cu, cá, kéga, copla, etc.);
- Morpheme boundaries often require readjustments (candă > ka nda lit. ‘TAM walk’; nauá > ni awa lit. ‘in water’; pédé > pe dè lit. ‘father his’);
- Significant reduction of accents. Santome exhibits a contrast between open-mid vowels ([e], [ə]) and close-mid vowels ([i], [o]), which are frequently and non-systematically marked with acute and circumflex accents in the original version (kéga, yogo, sèbè, etc.). In the adapted version, we maintain the circumflex accent for close-mid vowels and use no accent for open-mid vowels (kega, yogo, sèbè). Accents on /l/ (〈ʃ〉), for instance, are redundant because there is no contrasting pair (sẵsă; scẵxka, etc.)
- Treatment of nasal vowels underwent systematization (am>an; mindjan>mindjan)

Fa’D’Ambô posed several challenges, in particular because this creole presents a number of morphophonological features that show greater divergence from the other three GGCs. The following short poem was published in a traditional poetry bundle by Lêdjam (2008).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original version</th>
<th>Adapted version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ôxy ké já fô gêêza</td>
<td>Ôxi k’en xha fô gêêza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ken ja têndê fô tômbô Llave</td>
<td>K’en xha têndê fa tômbô Llave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ken baya nà dadji</td>
<td>K’en baya nan dadji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menfò têndê fé tômbô Llave</td>
<td>M na fô têndê fe tômbô Llave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pâ me bâ ba kù na dadji</td>
<td>Pa m na ba baya ku nan dadji f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M’sajé tôsê</td>
<td>M sa dhe tóóse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Poem in FA by N.M. Lêdjam (2008: 30).

Since FA, spoken in Equatorial Guinea, is not contemplated in ALUSTP, but still similar to the other creoles, we made a number of adaptations that reflect the specificity of this language, such as the use of 〈ʃ〉 to represent fricative velar /ʃ/ (jẫxha; sâjé>sâ ke). Where the original 〈ʃ〉 of course reflects the Spanish orthography. In the other GGCs, 〈ʃ〉 was already representing postalveolar fricative /ʃ/. Several intricate morphophonological processes of this language were treated as well, such as the contraction involving pronouns and other functional material (e.g. ken>k’en, derived from ku m ‘…that 1…’, menfò>m na fô lit. ‘I not can’). Morpheme boundaries often had to be redefined (e.g. menfo above; dadji>dadji f lit. ‘age not’).

In general, these inconsistencies in the original texts do not only vary significantly within writings of the same author, as shown above, but also from author to author. Adapting all the different original orthographies represented a heavy workload, to which can be added that some of the original texts (the majority of which written on typewriters) were in bad state of conservation.

Instances of language variation were maintained as much as possible, in particular in the spoken corpora. For instance, there are cases of variation between postalveolar fricative /ʃ/ and affricate /ʃʃ/, as in dja~ja ‘day and mindjan~minjan ‘remedy’ or between alveolar fricative /s/ and postalveolar fricative /ʃ/, as in progressive aspect marker ska~xka. Note that we still lack studies on what factors motivate different types of variation in these creoles (e.g. linguistic context, geography, age, etc.). While variation is detectable in the spoken data and can be transcribed accordingly, the written corpus is of course less reliable, because the underlying phonetic realization of written forms is often not crystal-clear. This can be illustrated by the ST progressive aspect marker ska~xka mentioned above. This morpheme is generally written scâ and it is impossible to know from the written data which spoken variant (/ska/ or /ʃka/) underlies this form. The maintenance of cases of variation was established in ALUSTP because of its usefulness in the discussion on additional standardization of these languages.

Although the writing system used for the corpora generally diverges from those that have been used for these languages, a similar system has been used by some Santomean authors (e.g. Daio, 2002) and in academic publications. From our own experience with native speakers, readability of the languages is fully ensured by the standardized texts.

5. Meta data

The format of the corpora follows the general norms for corpus linguistics (e.g. Wynne, 2005) and uses UTF-8 character encoding and XML annotation for the meta data. We encoded the meta data of the corpora texts, like author and date, in a simple XML format that is compatible with the P5 guidelines of Text Encoding Initiative (TEI consortium, 2007), using the following XML meta data tags:

- language: one of the four GGCs
- type: spoken or written
- title: the title of the text (if any)
- author: the author of the text (if known)
- date: the date of publication or recording
- period: the periods in which the texts fall
- genre: prose, conversations, poetry, proverbs, riddles, song texts, mixed, other
- age: the age of the recorded speaker (spoken corpora)
- place of recording: the place of recording (spoken corpora)
- notes: any type of additional information, such as the name of publisher and the place of publication.

In light of the predominantly folklore-related materials that were obtained, we did not follow text typology recommendations used for large corpora. While most tags are self-explaining, a short note is in place for ‘genre’. The classification in genres relates to the amount of data that was available for each genre but without establishing a division that would be too fine-grained for the size of the data set. Different genres may be useful for different linguistic purposes: larger portions of text, such
as folk stories and conversations often reveal different linguistic properties than, for instance, proverbs and riddles. “Mixed” genre includes publications – in particular cultural magazines – with different types of texts that belong to one of the other genres. In these cases the main header receives the label “mixed”, but we applied sub headers in line with the TEI guidelines\(^{13}\) to tell apart genres in the text. This strategy was also adopted for other changes in the header data, for instance a change of authors within a collection of poetry\(^{14}\).

6. POS annotation

A tag set of 35 POS-tags was prepared based on the data and on our knowledge of the languages. The tag set is based on the guidelines by Leech & Wilson (1996) and on the CINTIL tag set that was developed for the Portuguese CINTIL corpus (Barreto et al., 2006). Adaptation of the grammatical categories was crucial, because of the substantial typological differences between the GGCs and Portuguese. The POS-tag set below is an updated version of the one described in Hagemeijer et al. (2012) for ST, which was the first and largest corpus to be annotated, and has been successfully applied to the other GGCs, requiring no further adaptations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>ST examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADJ</td>
<td>Adjectives</td>
<td>glavi ‘pretty’, vlêmê ‘red’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADV</td>
<td>Adverbs</td>
<td>oço ‘today’, yôxi ‘yes’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART</td>
<td>Articles</td>
<td>ùu ‘a(n)’, inen ‘the’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>Common Nouns</td>
<td>mosu ‘boy’, ope ‘foot, leg’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMP</td>
<td>Complementizers</td>
<td>kuma, ku, pa ‘that’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONX</td>
<td>Conjunctions</td>
<td>maji ‘but’, pandu ‘because’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEM</td>
<td>Demonstratives</td>
<td>se ‘this, that’, xi ‘that’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGT</td>
<td>Digits</td>
<td>0, 1, 42, 12345, 67890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOC</td>
<td>Focus markers</td>
<td>so, suku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FW</td>
<td>Foreign words</td>
<td>mostly Portuguese and Spanish vocabulary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Ideophones</td>
<td>liku sonosono ‘very rich’ (lit. rich+ID)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDF</td>
<td>Indefinites</td>
<td>nadaxi ‘nothing’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT</td>
<td>Interrogatives</td>
<td>kuma ‘how’, andji ‘where’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPS</td>
<td>Incomprehensible sequences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITJ</td>
<td>Interjection</td>
<td>kaka! (surprise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>tag for me ‘even’, -self, etc. in ST and corresponding forms in the other GGCs – Zon me ‘even Zon’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOD</td>
<td>Modality Markers</td>
<td>sel’a ‘must’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>Negation markers</td>
<td>na, naxi, nantan,fa, fô</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. POS tag set for the GGC corpora.

The GGCs lack inflectional morphology but exhibit, for instance, prverbal tense-mood-aspect markers, productive reduplication of many word categories, idiophones and clause-final discourse particles. The following examples illustrate a few features of the GGCs.

(1) Am na thaka be wa è .
PRS NEG TAM V NEG PRT PNT
punda n. fô mionga welewele si ê .
CONX PRT V CN ADV DEM DEM PNT
‘I’m not going, because I’ve just come back from the sea.’

(2) Ùa mosu se pletu lululu ku kaza
ART CN DEM ADJ ID COMP V
ku mina di men mu .
PREP CN PREP CN POSS PNT
‘A very black boy who married to my mother’s daughter.’
(Santome)

(3) Kêté-kêté ki n té . n tolo
RED:CN COMP PRS V PNT PRT V
da ningê tudo .
PREP CN QNT PNT
‘What little I have, I have shared with all of you.’
(Principe, Maurer 2009: 185)

Due to the small size of the ANG and PR corpora, they have been fully manually annotated and revised. Only a small subpart (5,500 tokens) of the FA corpus has been annotated at this point. For the much larger corpus of ST, a data set of approximately 17,000 tokens was manually annotated. This training set was used to train and evaluate the automatic POS-tagging software. We


\(^{14}\) Note that such XML file with mixed genres was split in separate files in the CQPweb interface to accommodate search on genre type.
examine the performance of two different software systems that are developed for POS-tagging, namely the Memory-Based Tagger (MBT) by Daelemans et al. (2010) and the SVMTool by Giménez & Marquez (2004). Both software programs are off-the-shelf tagger-generators and can be trained and tuned on the task by giving it training material. To tune the parameters of the programs for this particular data set, we split the data in 10 parts and performed tenfold cross-validation experiments (90% train, 10% test) computing the average accuracy over ten folds. We experimented with different settings to find optimal one. After experimenting different parameters, the SVMTool yielded a slightly higher accuracy (87.6%) and was used to tag the remainder of the ST corpus. We suspect that the data set size is too small to gain much from tuning as it will easily lead to overestimations.

7. The corpora on CQPweb

The corpora of ST, ANG and PR have been made available for concordances in CQPweb (Hardie, 2012)\(^1\), an online interface that allows users to search for concordances of word forms, sequences of words and POS categories. The platform also allows users to create frequency lists and to restrict the search query to specific text types. Users can restrict their search for genre (ST, PR and ANG), period (ST and PR), recording place (ST), source (ST) and type (ST and PR). CQPweb also offers the possibility to make sophisticated search patterns using the Simple query language syntax (Hoffman et al., 2008). Furthermore, the CQPweb interface offers powerful statistical analysis, which is very helpful to find collocations or keywords: given the size of the corpora, this should be particularly well-suited in the case of ST. Failing license agreements for our corpora to give the public full access, the CQPweb platform should offer the user a wide range of options to explore the intricacies of the GGC.

8. Concluding remarks

We presented the process of building a unique resource based on written and spoken data of the four GGCs, languages spoken by small island communities in West Africa. It was shown how we dealt with language standardization and annotation issues. The corpora were made searchable on CQPweb and are intended for both research purposes and tasks related to language planning. The documentation of the corpora with digitalized written texts in pdf format constitute an added value, in particular for speakers of these languages with little access to these often rare materials.
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